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Abstract
Transition countries, respectively the countries that have in the year's 89/90 broken with the
communist political and economy system are passing through difficult years. From their
traditional markets within the closely interconnected socialist economy system, which has
disintegrated, they have to reorient themselves to new, often saturated and sophisticated
markets. To integrate into Europe as equal partners, rather then remain poor relatives, they
must reduce this development gap in a reasonable time, not longer than 15 years. Slower pace
would not give acceptable perspective to their young people and they would look for it
elsewhere, thereby reducing creative forces for progress. Examples of economic development
show that sustained growth of GDP is impossible without similar industrial growth, which, in
turn, requires corresponding increase of energy use. In the same time these countries are the
parts of densely populated European region and are subject to emission restriction of
effluents with local or global effects. It is difficult to see how these countries could attain their
development goals, whilst respecting their Kyoto obligations, without supplying increased
energy demand from nuclear sources.

1. Introduction
Long term future of Europe, as seen by its leading politicians and economists, is to develop
into a region of advanced technology and industry able to successfully compete with
comparable North American and Far Eastern regions. It is also recognized that this future will
not be achieved with a number of European countries underdeveloped by European standards
in immediate vicinity. Wide gap in development and living standards, often resulting from
common European history and unjustified from the point of material and human resources,
are, and would be in future, a source of tensions and instabilities. A particular group of
countries whose development has been extensively slowed down or reversed in the course of
this century Europe's unhappy history, are so called transition countries. This are the
countries which until the break up of Soviet Union were forced into economic and political
integration within the wast and oppressive block, against their interests and traditions. The
countries or regions, which before the first world war were prepared for industrial and
economic development, such as present Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia,
Croatia or Poland by 1989. were far behind the regions of Western Europe which were free to
develop after the second world war. Whilst the countries of Western Europe had a generous
initial help from USA, countries which became part of Eastern block were exploited and
forced into industrial specializations and energy strategies intended to create permanent
economic dependence on the block. Disintegration of the Eastern block has meant, of course,
political liberation for these countries, but in the same time this abrupt break up of economic
system to which they were made to fit in, created enormous and not yet resolved problems.
Practically every of these countries has been left, after 40 or so years of so called planned
economies, with structurally deformed economies, unable to exist on their own. Only
consistent economic plan in those long years was to complement political bonds with
economic. After 1990. it became clear to what extent has this plan become effective. Newly
freed countries were left without markets for goods they could produce, very few of them had
products of quality for new and more demanding Western markets. So, the fact that these
countries stayed behind in such indicators as GDP per person is only a part of the problem,
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most of them are also posses structurally heavily deformed economies. As their industries
produce goods that cannot be sold, labour is low paid or unemployed and impatient. Burdened
with years of wrong investments, they are experiencing that privatization by itself is not the
solution of their problems. Those countries, which gave a priority to finding of new markets,
as Slovenia or Poland, have been more successful. The example of East Germany illustrates
the magnitude of the problem and the costs of restructuring the economy and reorienting it to
new markets. In comparison, negligible help has been given to other transition countries,
which together with East Germany had a misfortune to be behind the Iron Curtain for four
decades. Without serious help from more fortunate part of Europe, their eastern fellow
Europeans, or at least large part of them, will not reach stability and overcome the
development gap. However, it is not our purpose here to look into many aspects of the
transition problem. Transition process has its important energy aspects, importance of which
will be growing in future years. We intend to limit ourselves to the energy problem, and also
to the European transition countries which for many reasons, political, historical and
geographical, gravitate towards Europe. This leaves out eight geographically separate Asian
transition countries. There is additional important factor relevant in this energy discussion,
which separates European transition countries from Asian, namely, the latter are not subject to
Kyoto emission restriction, which do apply to most European transition countries.

2. Development gap
The table 1. bellow presents one aspect only of the development gap between Western Europe

and European transition countries, GDP per person. As pointed out above, structural
deformations are another important aspect. However, even such partial insight, possible in
limited space, will suffice for intended discussion.

Table 1.: Europe; development gap 1998

Group of countries

EU-15

10 applicant *
trans, countries
8 remaining
trans.countries
18 non EU-15
trans.countries

Population, millions

374

105

88

193

GDP $bn

8357

337

96

433

GDP per person, $

22351

3210

1090

2244

Sources: Economist Intelligence Unit, OECD, Survey of Europe, The Economist, October 23r i 1999, and authors estimate-
* Malta and Cyprus, non transition countries, are additional applicants

Table 1 shows population and GDP for fifteen countries of European community, for ten
applicant transition countries scheduled to enter EC, and for eight not considered candidates
as yet. These countries are Belarus, Ukraine, Moldova and five countries in Balkan region.
The last group taken together, though there are large differences within the group, shows
enormous development gap relative to EU-15, absolutely out of proportion with the economic
potential of the regions. That a populous (50 million) and large country, rich in natural
resources, such as Ukraine, has a GDP per person bellow 1000 USD, is a consequence of
monumental mismanagement over many decades and of collapse of economic system in 1989,
to which the country was deliberately over adapted and dependent.
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3. Development goals
European integration by about 2015. is a goal to which large majority of European political
leaders and countries would subscribe, as it offers a vision of a stable region of over 500
million capable to compete economically and in any other respect with future large
groupations or countries, such as North America, Eastern Asia, China, India or South
American group. EU-15, a groupation of 15, without remaining 18, would be permanently
handicapped by instabilities in its Eastern regions, as these countries left to themselves would
not be able to achieve economic and political stability. So, the interest of EU-15 is, or must
be, clear, as is the interest of remaining 18 East and Central European countries. Of course,
integrated Europe would be not only economically stronger and more stable region, it would
be also enriched in culture and art, in good position to develop ties and cooperation with
Russian Federation, its first neighbor and the largest country of the world. To qualify for
integration into Europe as equal partners, rather then remain poor relatives, EU-18 must
reduce their development gaps in a reasonable time, not longer than 15 years. Slower pace
would not give acceptable perspective to their young people and they would search for it
elsewhere, thereby reducing creative forces for progress in their own countries. A dangerous
spiraling downwards, to impotence and stagnation would be likely, as, for similar reason, we
have witnessed in a number of underdeveloped countries of the world. By 2015. GDP per
person in EU-15 is expected to reach about 30 000 USD. To approach about one third of this
level, i.e. 10 000 USD per person by 2015, would be a proper entrance requirement and a
development goal for a country, in order to join European Community and face successfully
the challenges of that gigantic free trade area. Slovenia is already at this level, whilst for other
more developed transition countries like Estonia, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary
or Croatia, such goal would require an annual rate of growth of GDP per person between 6
and 7 percent. At present Poland alone is approaching this development rate. Examples of
successful economic development show that sustained growth of GDP is impossible without
parallel industrial growth at similar or higher rate. However, as we know very well, industrial
production is correlated with energy consumption and the increase of industrial production
must be followed by similar increase of energy production. Is it possible to be more definite
on his correlation? Only in planned economies it was possible to predict future energy needs.
In free economies we can only look into the energy statistics, but there we find that long
periods of free developments without major economic disturbances, and also without not
generally applicable favorable conditions, are not easy to find. Unless they are well
documented parallels can be meaningless.

4. Energy and development
Consistent energy statistics are available from the US Department of Energy for several
decades. Energy Information Agency, DOE gives US correlation between GDP growth and
electricity use, from 1960. to present, with predictions to 2015. Looking at the time interval
1960-1980, data show slightly faster growth of electricity sales then of GDP growth, whilst
after 1980. both rates are about equal. In that period, US, as other industrial countries, were in
the process of increasing the share of electricity use in industry and in end uses of energy Data
from earlier US period are therefore more relevant for industrially less developed transition
countries. We should, thus, conclude that electricity production in transition countries would
have, very approximately, to follow the increase in GDP. There could be some reserves in
initial stages in energy saving and in removing inefficient uses of energy, typical for planned
economies. However, to achieve the large increases in GDP by 2015, correspondingly large
increases of electricity production will be needed. From the table 2, with data on GDP per
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person for transition countries, it is clear that the increases required to reach the level of about
10 000 USD per person must be large.

Table 2: GDP and energy data (1998) and Kyoto limits for EU-15 and for 18 European
transition countries

Region
Country

EU-15

Croatia
Czech.Rep.
Estonia
Hungary
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia

Bulgaria
Latvia
Lithuania
Macedonia
Romania

Albania
Belarus
Bos.Herz.
Moldova
Ukraine
Yugoslavia

Population-
(millions)

374

4.67
10.29

1.43
10.11
38.67

5.39
1.98

8.24
2.45
3.70
2.01

22.51

3.79
10.19
4.21
4.46

50.50
10.62

GDP
$ per
capita
22351

4518
5489
3726
4687
3882
3887
9830

1435
2525
2865
1600
1768

1062
1395

N/A
390(1995)

816
N/A

Electricity
consumption
kWh/capita

5926

2753
5316
5315
3294
3152
3915
5404

4308
2000
2108
3085
2203

1398
2816

499
1592
2851
3399

Kyoto
limits

%
92

95
92
92
94
94
92
92

92
92
92
no

92

no
no
no
no

100
no

Nucl.pow.
operation
kWh/cp.,%
2140 (36.0)

471 (17.1)
1200 (22.6)

0
1298 (39.4)

0
2113(54.0)
1111 (20.6)

1880 (43.6)
0

3322 (157)
0

218(9.9)

0
0
0
0

1399 (49.0)
0

Nucl.pow.
construct.

MW
one

1824

1164

650

Sources: International Energy Manual 1998, January 2000, Energy Information Administration, US Department
of Energy, IAEA EU and EU applicant countries

For more advanced transition countries such as Estonia, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Hungary and Croatia it means approximately doubling of present GDP, whilst Slovenia, a
most advanced, has already reached the target. This group represents about a third of non EU-
18 population. Following this group are the countries like Latvia, Lithuania, Romania,
Bulgaria and Macedonia in which cases larger increases are needed. Left behind are Albania,
Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Moldova, Yugoslavia and Ukraine, where the first priority
are the political preconditions for development. Of these Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine
belong to, so called, Commonwealth of Independent States and their future associations are
uncertain. Discussing energy required for development, we are, of course, aware that each
particular country has its specific industrial and economic structure that will determine its
energy needs. For the purpose of this paper precise values are not essential. It is enough to
understand that to attain their development goal, some of these more developed transition
countries, like Croatia, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia, in addition to more efficient energy
use, may have to double their electricity consumption. With exception of Bulgaria, larger
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increases will be needed for countries in the next group, lower down in
table 2.

5. Development and Kyoto limitations
In the full spectrum of countries from developed North America and Western Europe to least
developed countries of Asia and Africa, Kyoto accord leaves the poor countries the freedom
to use their available energy sources, imposing restrictions on developed countries that have
disproportionate share in world energy consumption. In that spectrum European transition
countries are positioned bellow developed Europe, into which they tend to integrate, although
well above poor Asian and African countries. As can be seen in the table, all the countries of
the first and second group of transition countries, Macedonia being the single exception, are
subject to Kyoto restrictions on CO2 emission. Although underdeveloped by EU-15 standards,
these countries are subject to the same limitations as the developed countries of North
America and Europe. If Kyoto limits are to be taken seriously, this can present a serious
development handicap. Objectively, many of them are more developed then indicated by their
GDP figures, yet, except for Slovenia, they have a long way to go to reach the level required
for integration into Europe. This task has not been made easier through imposition of Kyoto
limits. Whatever the logic behind, the limitations are the facts, and these countries are obliged
to reduce their CO2 emissions by 5% or 8% relatively to the emission in 1990. Reduction
should be implemented by the years 2008-2010. This demand singles out European transition
countries, or, more precisely, first two groups, from the table above, as quite special groups
from the point of view of their future energy requirements and strategies. In order to integrate
into Europe they have to increase their industrial productions. This, in turn, means increasing
energy consumption, but for these countries cheap conventional energy sources are not
allowed. Unlike many developing countries of Asia and Africa, they have very little
remaining hydroelectric resources, and would be, in absence of Kyoto limitations, therefore
essentially oriented towards fossil fuels. Poland, for example has large coal deposits, whilst
imported fossil fuel could be economical solution for other. However, before we consider the
options these countries could have, respectively, could not have because of Kyoto limitations,
let as briefly consider how seriously these limits need to be taken.

6. How serious are Kyoto limits?
To answer such question one may look into recent modeling and calculations within the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which connect annual and cumulative
carbon dioxide emissions with the change of atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration.
Calculations are very important, as they show that above certain level of annual emission,
future concentration of CO2 in atmosphere cannot stabilize. Global climate is an extremely
complicated phenomenon and consequently a prediction of climate change corresponding to a
given change in atmospheric CO2 concentration is an extremely complex problem, with many
uncertainties, requiring as yet not available computing power. Although a definite correlation
between climate change and CO2 concentration does not exist, enough is known already to
conclude that future without stabilization of atmospheric CO2 concentration is not acceptable.
IPCC calculations present several development scenaria leading to stabilization or,
alternatively, to permanent increase of CO2 concentration. Concentration of 750 ppm, about
twice the present value, is close to the limit before the possibility of stabilization is lost.
Condition for stabilization is that annual and cumulative emissions do not exceed certain
limits. In view of already observed climate changes a stabilization level of 750 ppm is too
high. In the scenario which would give stabilization at the level of 560 ppm, i.e., at the double
preindustrial level of 280 ppm, average annual emission level in the period 1990-2100. would
be between 8 and 9.6 billion tons of carbon. According to the energy use data (Kyoto 1997)
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the emission in 1997. has already exceeded the lower limit of this range, whilst large part of
the world we call developing countries needs more energy for their future development.

Table 3: Annual CO2 emissions in tons per person for some developed and developing
countries

USA
Russian Federation
Germany
Japan

18.4
11.6
10.5
7.8

China
India
Mexico
Brazil
Nigeria

2.4
0.7
3.4
1.4
1.0

As can be seen from the table 3 above, should China and India with their 2 billion inhabitants,
reach only one quarter of the US emission per person, that would add about 2 billion tons to
the present world emission of carbon of about 8.6 billions, with total annual emission then
exceeding 10 billion tons of carbon. Stabilization of atmospheric CO2 concentration at the
level of 560 ppm could not be reached. Clearly, European countries, inclusive transition
countries, must keep to their Kyoto limits, thereby leaving the use of cheapest fossil fuels to
the less fortunate developing countries of Africa and Asia.

7. CO2 non emitting options
In considering CO2 non-emitting options, we shall neglect the possibility of buying emission
rights from developing countries, as this would in essence be selling their right to develop and
is not a measure that reduces global emission. We shall, also, not consider use of hydrogen for
this purpose, as it is only a secondary form of energy, which does not by itself eliminate the
CO2 emission in production of electricity or heat, needed for hydrogen production. In that
case available non-emitting options could be:a) alternative energy sources, such as solar, wind
or geothermaL b) fossil fuels with sequestration of carbon dioxide, and c) nuclear energy.
a) Alternative sources
Looking at the relatively short time scale of few decades of interest for transition countries,
only extrapolations of present developments and trends make sense. Contributions from wind
or geothermal energy, are, of course, welcome, however only very modest ones are realistic.
Use of solar energy for space heating will probably develop, but its contribution to industrial
electricity will be very modest, as elsewhere. On the other hand, when the data on GDP and
electricity consumption per person in the table 2 are inspected, it becomes clear, that, except
perhaps in the cases of Croatia and Slovenia, energy consumption per unit value produced is
rather higher then in EU-15. Herein lies probably the most attractive energy reserve to be
explored.
b) Sequestration of carbon dioxide
Under carbon sequestration we understand the idea of treating the exhaust fumes of fossil fuel
power plants to separate carbon dioxide and store it subsequently in suitable natural
reservoirs. In recent years several research groups have investigated this idea and there is also
some field experience. At the Norwegian of shore Sleipner oil and natural gas field excess of
CO2 in natural gas is not, as usual, released in atmosphere, but is returned into underground,
about 1000 meters bellow North Sea, into a sandstone layer. Similar procedure is in
consideration for some other gas wells. The economic motivation is the carbon dioxide
emission tax, in Norway 50$ per ton until 1.01.2000. and 38$ further on. Taking carbon tax
seriously, which is certainly not yet a general habit, the sequestration appears to be cost
effective, at least in this particular case where the CO2 concentration in natural gas was low,
9% and it had to be reduced to bellow 2.5%. The annual amount of CO2 sequestered at
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Sleipner rig is about a million tons. Further millions of tons of CO2 are injected underground
in USA in attempts to enhance oil recovery in some wells. This is, however, negligible when
compared with about 10 000 million tons of annual emission from burning of fossil fuels. In
dealing with CO2 quantities on this scale the problem of finding of suitable and safe reservoirs
becomes decisive, as the eruption of CO2 from the lake Nyos in Cameroon which killed 1700
people, is a recent reminder. Sea will probably be the judged the only acceptable reservoir as
it contains such amount of dissolved CO2, about 10 000 times more then annual emission
from fossil fuel burning, that environmental impact on the sea, except perhaps locally, are not
expected. Different matter would be with the transport of CO2 to the sea from thousands of
power stations located inside the country. Also, the separation of CO2 from exhaust fumes of
power station, is a more complex and more expensive then from natural gas. Even without
going into further details, it must be clear that carbon sequestration is technically,
economically and environmentally very far from wide scale practical application, certainly
not in the time scale we are interested in this paper. It will be seriously considered only then,
when carbon emission tax becomes the obligatory part of electricity, respectively, energy cost,
for the countries exceeding their Kyoto limits. However, it must be kept in mind that when
this happens, nuclear energy, as CO2 non-emitting energy source, will have large cost
advantage.
c) Nuclear energy
In Western Europe nuclear energy has established itself as a reliable, safe and economic
source of energy. According to IAEA data, in EU-15 countries nuclear power stations
produced in 1998. 800 TWh of electricity, respectively 36% of total electricity production.
Eight of European transition countries have the experience of using nuclear energy, five of
them with Soviet reactor technology. In the past years these countries made considerable
efforts, with the help of international nuclear community, to rise the safety standards of these
reactors to the level of those in Western Europe. Presently, the operational and safety
standards achieved, show that nuclear energy is successfully utilized in European transition
countries and that it offers a viable possibility for development of industry and GDP increase
without the infringement of Kyoto obligations. The primary limitation will be the availability
of capital due to higher capital costs of nuclear power plants.

8. Conclusion
Looking at the future Europe as a leading world region in economy, technology and culture, a
necessary precondition is elimination of divisions and inequalities in development, mainly
due to recent history. Inclusion of European transition countries into the European
Community is therefore a common interest of present EU-15 countries and of the European
transition countries, majority of which gravitate to European association. Most of them have
already applied to join. In order to qualify economically they have to reduce development
gap, which requires extensive industrial growth in most cases. As this in turn requires growth
in energy consumption, these countries are caught between development demands and their
Kyoto obligations. Increased future reliance on nuclear energy appears to be the solution, for
which many of them are prepared by their experience with the use of nuclear energy. That
European transition countries are an out standing group of countries from the point of their
nuclear energy needs should be actively recognized by both NEA and IAEA, which should
focus their expert and technical support on this region. A study of plans and needs of
individual countries should be made. However, as nuclear energy is a capital intensive energy
source this requires also the financial support of EU-15 countries, as their investment into
future integrated and prosperous Europe and into better environment.
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